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               Our responses implies in blue color   

               Client Comments  

1. Rugby Dublin 15 tab. 

Change BT to Here in the The Black Wolf 

 

2.  Change pro 14 to URC 

Following are the photos for this rugby tab  

                     

                        

                       Our Response 
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3. Change Book a table button to Host an Event / Book a Table 

 

Our Response 

 

 
 

              Client Comments 

 

4. In contact booking tab...Can you change details to ..Type of Event or Party? 

 

Our Response 
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            Client Comments 

 

5. Please change any of the photos that are not from the original site. 

 

Our Response 

We already did this 

            Client Comments 
  

6. Can make the phone number that you can click it to call it. 

 

Our Response 

We already did this 
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Client Comments 
 

7. In Whiskey Boards…Can you delete txt here in BT etc... 
Change to “We pride ourselves offering a huge array of top-shelf whiskey. Sometimes its hard to 
pick so we have created a way that our customers can sample more than just one at a time. We 
spent a lot of time pairing each trio. It was hard work but someone has to do it. So please just ask 
which way each trio should be drank. 
Not into Whiskey?? Try one of our Handcrafted Cocktails.” 

 
8. Please change prices... 

Cooley €16 
Teeling €16 
Jameson €16 
Posh €20 
 
Delete old meets new trio 
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Client Comments 
 

9. In About Section…Delete what is there & Change to...The Black Wolf Beer & Food Co 
A large main bar downstairs complete with screens for all major sporting events. We boast two 
private bars upstairs perfect for your milestone event, Office Party or just a large get together with 
pals. 

 
Our Response 
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    Client Comments 
 

10. We are a destination gastropub. Who needs town when you have a wolf on your doorstep. Our 
weekends our full of atmosphere & laughter. 
Great food, Cocktails & our signature Gin creations menu combined with feel good atmosphere will 
be the focus ensuring there is something on the menu for everyone to enjoy. 
 
Change photos on this page use any three from the gallery section. 
 

 
 
Our Response 
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Client Comments 
 

11. Take off jobs tab replace with ... 
Private Events (Two Function Rooms Available for Hire) 
We have two large bars perfect for milestone events & Office Parties. The Wolf Bar can hold 
between 100-150 & The Pup Bar car host 60-100 ppl. Our Kitchen can serve large sitdown meals or 
just finger food for large parties. 
Unfortunately  we cannot host every event. T&Cs. Please send us a mail or call is for details.  
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12. Following are few pics for the private event tab... 
 

Our Response 
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